35th Tomorrow’s Circus World Festival

CIRQUE PHÉNIX

A show conceived by Alain Pacherie
Presentation by Calixte de Nigremont

Filmed at Cirque Phénix, Paris
IN January 2014
TV DIRECTOR Roberto Maria Grassi
RUNNING TIME 1x90’ / 1x60’
The Tomorrow’s Circus World Festival is a unique event in the world. Over the last 30 years it has enabled young artistes from the world over to show off their talent to enthusiastic and spellbound audiences. Since 1977 more than 1000 acts have contributed to writing the new pages of circus history. These exceptional encounters are an opportunity for numerous performers from all cultures and backgrounds to compare, enrich and widen their talents. Be they from Venezuela, China, United Kingdom, Germany, Israel, United States, Spain or Canada, performers from the entire planet are guests under the big top of the Cirque Phénix in Paris, the biggest circus in the world. Over the years, the Tomorrow’s Circus World Festival has become the essential reference for all circus lovers.

Performers

Michele Clark, USA | Naomi & Renaldo, Canada/USA |
Cie BettiCompo, Italy | Ignacio Ricci, Argentina |
Sergey Koblikov, Ukraine | Blizzard Concept, France |
China National Troupe, China | Gustavo & Amanda, Brazil |
Michael Ferreri, Spain | Jérôme Sordillon, France | Lucas Bergandi, France |
Saulo Sarmiento, Spain | Ocelot Foundation, Poland |
Kiebre Duo, Colombia/Uruguay | Elegant Duo, Ukraine |
Les Zim’probables, France | Hugo Mega, Portugal |
Geoffrey Berhault, France | Cie Nuua, Brazil/Finland |
Avital & Jochen, United Kingdom/Germany/Israel |
Max & Antonio, France/Spain | Aime Morales, Venezuela |
Fletcher Sanchez, USA | Kyle Driggs, USA | eMotion Duo, France |

Production

Production Companies: Telmondis, Arte, Arte Live Web
and the support of the CNC
Associate Producers: Antoine Perset – Emma Enjalbert – Denis Morlière

Also Available

33rd and 34th Festival (2012-2013) Directed by David Montagne
Running time: 1x90’ / 1x60’ | HDCAM, Digibeta

28th to 32nd Festival (2007-2011) Directed by Massimo Manganaro
Running time: 1x80’ ; 1x60’ (excepted 32nd: 1x90’ ; 1x60’) | HDCAM, Digibeta

Distribution

Distribution Company: Telmondis Distribution
Tel/Fax: +33 1 40 74 76 20 / 09 | www.telmondis.fr
Video Format: HDCAM, stereo sound and dolby 5.1

www.telmondis.fr